ONYXWorks

TM

Single Point of
Control for all your
Fire and Life Safety
Systems

ONYXWorks, a PC based graphical workstation, is NOTIFIER’s next
generation of integration technology that links fire alarm, security, card
access, CCTV, and other key information in your facility. ONYXWorks is
a single point of control for the life safety and security systems
throughout your building, city, state or even worldwide using Local or
Wide Area Networks.
ONYXWorks graphical workstation unites your fire alarm network,
whether NOTIFIER’s or other manufacturers’ panels, to your security
systems. ONYXWorks is an ideal retrofit solution to integrate existing
fire alarm panels together. From a single PC, the facility manager can
view and manage all systems over a proprietary network. ONYXWorks
is both UL- and ULC-listed for reading remote status of all the
NOTIFIER fire panels on your network.

Intuitive User Interface
ONYXWorks has an intuitive graphic user interface to facilitate setup
and minimize operator training. The graphic workstation displays and
controls diverse systems from different manufacturers on a single
graphic user interface. The workstation presents graphical floor plans
for fire and non-fire reporting as well as a history manager that tracks,
stores and filters events for viewing.
ONYXWorks is an event manager for a range of fire alarm control panels, security panels, and life safety systems from multiple vendors.
Operators are presented with a consistent interface for all monitored
equipment. The workstation features customizable screens and has
many configuration options to meet your specific needs. The
ONYXWorks workstation monitors local networks and remote sites giving operators easy viewing of event history and fire alarm panel
devices. In addition, ONYXWorks displays system status, NOTIFIER
device properties and other vital system information.

Fast Event Notification and Response
With ONYXWorks, all fire and security systems are controlled on a single system that can be monitored by facility safety staff. If a potential
emergency situation arises, it is immediately displayed on the screen
as a priority event. Therefore, safety personnel can identify and investigate the event immediately or contact the appropriate responder. For
responders, ONYXWorks helps pinpoint the scene of concern with a
detailed map of the building and event location.

Easy System Setup
ONYXWorks setup is simplified
by allowing the import of existing files of your building plans.
CAD floor plans can be imported as bitmap (BMP) or
Windows® Metafiles (WMF)
directly into ONYXWorks for
decreased system configuration
time. ONYXWorks has an
Autocreation of Devices function
for rapid addition of a device on
your network. The Autocreation
of Devices icon in the workstation automates setup of node
number, device number and
provides the icon. This utility
then adds the device into the
floor plan with all the pertinent information.

ONYXWorksTM
Integration

Service and Support
Secure Access
ONYXWorks Security Profiles prohibit unauthorized
access to ONYXWorks. System Administrators define
and maintain unique security profiles as well as determine which users have access to ONYXWorks.

Improved System Maintenance
ONYXWorks is a valuable maintenance and diagnostic
tool. ONYXWorks reports and flags trouble events on
a real-time basis so maintenance personnel monitoring the system are immediately alerted. The History
log allows searching by device to determine if any
trouble or maintenance patterns exist for an informed
response.

NOTIFIER products and services are offered through
an extensive network of authorized Engineered
Systems Distributors. These distributors are ready to
assist you in the design installation, commissioning
and management of your ONYXWorks and NOTIFIER
fire alarm control systems.
To learn more about ONYXWorks call (866) 651-8418
and ask for the distributor nearest you. Or visit us at
www.onyx-works.com.
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